SHAPING THE FUTURE TOGETHER
- Cath Pritchard shares her story
THE BACKGROUND

THE FUTURE

Cath began at Magnox in 2006 following a
career working for a local newspaper and at
Bangor University mentoring foreign and
English students. Spells in Human Resources
and Learning & Development helped shape
Cath’s thinking about her future.

“I hope to begin my Diploma course later on
this year” Cath confirms. “I think Shaping the
Future has been fantastic for me personally as
it gave me the tools to help plan what I
wanted to do.”

So when Shaping the Future was announced,
Cath realised that the project would help her
to begin preparing for her new chosen career.
THE APPROACH
“Shaping the Future was ideal for me as I was
already thinking about my future – what it did
was give me the tools and advice to help me
to do this” Cath says.
Cath submitted her Career Journal in 2012
with the aim of taking positive steps towards
her goal: the start of a career in Corporate
Event Management.
Having attended the Launch Event and
discussed the Strengthscope Report with her
Coach, Cath became clearer on her strengths
– as well as her areas for development. This
allowed her to identify the right course. With
her application for study funding approved,
she is currently working with Shaping the
Future to find a Corporate Events Manager
Diploma course and a suitable provider.
In addition to the advice she received, Cath
also appreciates that the financial support has
been extremely helpful in enabling her to
realise her vision and goals.

Cath is positive about a change in direction
albeit is still a people-centred career – and
that is very much her forte.

“Shaping the Future

is, quite simply,
helping me to
shape my future.”
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